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Purpose Statement 

The purpose of this study is to discover why and how the influence of saints has changed 

over time within Catholicism. In particular, the study will emphasize how these changes affect 

young, modern practicing Catholics in order to prove it is possible for this group to retain 

traditional Catholic roots and modernize their faith as well. Church leaders must first understand 

what role the saints previously played within Catholicism to comprehend why younger Catholics 

have turned away from a distinctly Catholic tradition. Once leaders discover the reasons saints 

have taken a backseat role to other practices the Church can work to reinvigorate saints’ 

influence through newer, approachable methods that will connect with younger Catholics. 

Church leaders have a chance to strengthen their congregations because younger Catholics are 

still invested in their faith, despite falling numbers and scandals in churches around the world. If 

younger Catholics become invested in more traditions and practices unique to the Church they 

have a better chance of defending their faith to others who find them old fashioned and 

blasphemous. More importantly, a connection with beliefs unique to Catholicism will strengthen 

younger Catholics’ bonds to their faith.  

At this time in the research a saint is described (per Catholic understanding) as a 

canonized person considered holy and worthy of veneration. Further research in this study could 

conclude this definition is insufficient to cover those worthy of sainthood in modern times. 

Christians of all denominations and non-religious persons will be surveyed to provide an 

unbiased and objective gathering of information. Strategies of inquiry that will be used in the 

study include (but are not limited to): surveys, questionnaires, and narratives. These strategies 

are useful tool for data comparison from the various groups sampled throughout the survey. 

General discussion on the topic will also supplement background information on the history of 
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saints in practicing Catholics’ lives. Research will take place between participants’ homes and 

churches depending on where they are most comfortable.   

Thesis Statement 

The intent of this research is to discover how and why saints’ influence in Catholicism has 

changed over time. Emphasis throughout the project will be on the need for younger Catholics 

to be better educated about the traditions and practices that make Catholicism unique from other 

Christian religions. My hope as a researcher is to begin this project exploring the relationship 

Christians of all denominations have with the saints. The background of this traditional Catholic 

belief of saints by Catholics of various ages and backgrounds should be explained through a 

following comparison between the aforementioned groups and Protestant/non-denominational 

Christian relationships. The data analysis and subsequent theory derived from this research will 

provide a guide for Catholic leaders to follow in adapting to the needs of practicing young 

modern Catholics.  

Articulation  

 The focus of my Capstone Project has remained consistent with my original purpose 

statement and thesis from PW5010. My research in PW5010 consisted of gathering information 

about saints in general, the relationships between many subgroups within Catholicism, and the 

context of modern Catholicism’s understanding of sainthood within the Church. I’ve expanded 

my research over the past week to include more information on the Virgin Mary’s role within 

Catholicism. These articles don’t delve into sainthood as much as my thesis and purpose 

statement center on, but as Mary is a saint and plays a pivotal role in Catholicism I think it will 

be good to articulate this information in my Capstone Project. Additionally, I am still waiting for 

articles that will hopefully expand the historical content of my thesis and purpose statement; 
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information about how sainthood came to be and why Catholicism in particular has taken 

sainthood into in the religion so strongly will greatly enhance my capstone project.  

 I anticipate using my research directly throughout my Capstone Project because I will be 

integrating historical facts and statistics within my own articulation of the material. In order to 

keep bias out of my paper and objectivity within it, I will heavily credit my courses and 

incorporate statistics and personal stories in my analysis of Catholic, Protestant, and non-

Believers into the Project. Research is essential in my comprehension of the evolution of 

sainthood within Christianity. In order to provide readers of my Capstone Project with an 

objective analysis of the tradition I must credit where I gain my background information and 

explain why this previous research is necessary to understanding the tradition’s future role.  


